MAKING EDUCATION FUN
- Discover all the Snowflake apps -
**NUITEQ® SNOWFLAKE**

**Improve educational results for pupils, teachers & schools**

NUITEQ Snowflake is an educational software that brings interactivity to your school and boosts classroom engagement by using smarter human interaction.

Snowflake enables teachers and students to tell engaging, interactive stories that align closely with the curriculum, it provides a safe community for online and small group collaboration, and it allows simultaneous personalized instruction making curriculum relevant to students’ lives.

In addition to the 20+ off the shelf apps with preset content, busy teachers can - using the Lessons app - easily and quickly create curriculum-specific touchscreen lessons with custom content.

**INCLUDED APPLICATIONS**

- Email, Skype, forum, and phone support
- Configurator
- 3rd party app launcher
- Support to change text into any language
- Zones multi-user collaboration
- NUITEQ Remote (iOS & Android)

- Lessons
- Browser
- Whiteboard
- Show
- Annotate
- Nodes
- Puzzles
- Squares
- Piano
- Jigsaw
- Drums
- Number Play
- Gravitoy
- Match It
- Snowdoku
- Geography
- Untangle
- Numbers
- Media
- Habitat
- Clock
- YouTube
Become part of the SNOWFLAKE Teachers Community today. Join for free and get involved now!

**snowflake.live**

- Create lessons aligned with your curriculum
- Download relevant content with ease
- Upload and share created lessons
- Access lessons created by other teachers
- Keep your teaching methods updated
- Help other educators, save time and have fun!
LESSONS

Teachers can import dynamic content such as videos, images, sounds, and text to the Lessons app, to make their interactive classroom lessons come to life.

Lessons comes with a multitude of app templates that teachers can easily adjust, to whatever topic they wish. Whether you are teaching younger children about animals, simple spelling or grammar, right through to higher grades for older kids learning about the carbon cycle, chemistry or physics, Lessons gives teachers in all grades the ability to create engaging and exciting interactive touchscreen content.
Untangle
Mind-bending puzzle game that can be played solo or collaboratively.

Annotate
Create, save and share annotations.

Snowdoku
Solve number puzzles.

Squares
Color numbers in the square.

Drums
Play around with a drum kit.

Piano
Play and record your own compositions.

Media
View, present and explore photos, videos, audio, PDFs and Powerpoint files.

Show
Share content onto a secondary display.
Whiteboard
Whiteboard is a creative ideation tool, that can be used for brainstorming sessions, and to enhance group discussions.

Geography
Place the flags on the correct countries.

Numbers
Drag the numbers to the right spots.

Gravitoy
Draw objects, control and experience the effects of the gravity playground.

Zones
Divide your interactive display into sections to leverage its multi-user collaborative capabilities.

Jigsaw
Fit the pieces together.

YouTube
Get fast access to videos.

Clock
Drag the clock hands to the correct area.
**Nodes**
Use pictures, videos, PDFs and PowerPoint documents to create education presentations, mindmaps and brainstorm sessions with Nodes.

**Match It**
Flip the matching cards.

**Browser**
Use your favorite websites such as Google Docs, Google Drive and other educational resources.

**Puzzles**
Drag the objects to the correct location.

**Number Play**
Place the correct answers in the right area.

**Habitat**
Match the animals with their habitats.
TRY SNOWFLAKE TODAY

Snowflake makes classroom engagement as easy as using your phone using Smarter Human Interaction. Try our Snowflake educational technology today with its free of charge 60-day trial.

Snowflake for Mac and Windows (nuiteq.com/snowflake)

Snowflake enables you to split the front-of-class display into zones. Multiple apps can be used at the same time, by multiple students. Whether your touchscreen is in upright or tabletop orientation, the software allows you to create an interactive learning environment. Snowflake also enables lessons to be played offline without the use of an Internet connection.

Snowflake is the only active learning platform that supports over 400,000 educational standards from curriculum around the world. If you are looking for engaging content that is aligned to what you need to teach then Snowflake is the best solution for you.

Snowflake Online (snowflake.live)

The online version of Snowflake enables interactive learning anywhere, any time and it can be used on any device. It is the only EdTech activity maker that allows the creation of lessons on mobile using your camera roll and recording your voice.

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us at support@nuiteq.com
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